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2Step 1: 
Print all pages of this document.

Step 2: 
Sign both copies of the 

confidentiality agreement, keeping 
hold of the ‘Client’s Copy’.

Step 3: 
Fill in the idea submission 

form, including description and 
diagram, to the best of your 
ability. If you have additional 
information or photographs, 

please attach these.

By Post:

Innovate Product Design, 36 Endless Street
 Salisbury, Wiltshire, SP1 3UH

Step 4:
Return the idea submission form 

and the confidentiality agreement, 
titled ‘Our Copy’, to us: 

Or, Scan then Email:

enquiries@innovate-design.co.uk

How to fill out the forms:

Filling out the forms



Tel: 020 7354 5640 Web: innovate-design.co.uk
London Office: 24 Greville Street, Farringdon, London, EC1N 8SS
Salisbury Studio: 36 Endless Street, Salisbury, Wiltshire, SP1 3UH
Innovate Product Design Ltd. Registered in England and Wales - Company No. 6874129

This agreement is made between the ‘Advisor’: Innovate Product Design Limited

                                        and the ‘Inventor’:                                                                                                     

1 This agreement relates to:

    1.1 a new product idea known as:                                                                           (The ‘Project’)

    1.2 Patent / Registered Design No:                                                                          (if applicable)

2 The Advisor agrees:

    2.1 to keep confidential all confidential information relating to the Project for 15 years, when the agreement terminates;

    2.2 not to make notes, sketches, drawings, photographs, samples or the like of the Project without consent;

    2.3 to return, or destroy and provide a Certificate of Destruction, all relevant documents, samples or the like supplied            

          by the Inventor concerning the Project upon reasonable payment of expense and written request;

    2.4 to maintain a proper complaints procedure with written details available on request;

    2.5 that no intellectual property is transferred to the Advisor by this agreement and no commercial relations are created by

          the Inventor’s submission, other than regarding confidentiality;

    2.6 that all information they provide to the Inventor may be disclosed to other persons.

3 Conflicts of interest. The Advisor handles a large quantity of ideas so technical conflicts of interest may be likely to arise.      

        The Inventor accepts that the Advisor will act accordingly to ensure that the Inventor is not disadvantaged.

4  This agreement will exclude any information which:

    4.1 was already known to the Advisor before the date of the receipt of the information; or 

    4.2 is available to the public in the UK or elsewhere; 

    4.3 comes into the Advisor’s possession from a 3rd party without contravening the Inventor’s rights.

5 In order for this agreement to be in compliance with the British Standard BS 8538:2011:

    5.1 The Inventor confirms: 

                  5.1.1   that they have the right to disclose the Project and confidential information;

    5.2 The Advisor confirms:

                  5.2.1   that if they become aware of other persons with a right in any of this information, the Advisor shall inform the Inventor 

     before disclosing to those persons;

                  5.2.2   external advisors may only be given confidential information by the Advisor in order to help the Inventor develop the Project,  

     and only as much as is necessary for advice. Also this will only be under written terms of confidentiality that are 

     comparable. (Or to a regulated person with a professional duty of confidentiality such as a patent attorney). Unless the  

     Inventor has reasonable grounds for suspecting the external advisor of a breach of confidentiality or other misuse of 

     information, all information they provide is confidential, including identity; but

                  5.2.3   in the highly unlikely event of any problems both the Advisor and the external advisor are liable for that external advisor’s  

     breach of confidentiality.

For the Inventor:                                                     Date:                                (contract terminates 15 years from signing)

For the Advisor:                                                      Date:                               

[Advisor Unique Ref: NDA09SP101]

Non-Disclosure Agreement (Our Copy)         

This agreement ensures that we may not make use or disclose your idea in any way.  
It is for your protection and therefore for your benefit.

Digitally Signed by:
Alastair Swanwick

Governed by the laws of England and Wales
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[Advisor Unique Ref: NDA09SP101]
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Idea Submission Form

Name:                                                             Address:

Tel:                                                                

Mob:                                                             

Email:                                                            

Project title:                                                     

Patent/Registered Design number (if applicable):                                                 

How did you hear about Innovate Product Design? (please tick the appropriate box)

     Web Search        Patent Agent         Business Link          Press/Media         Previous Client

     UK Government Department            Other (please state)                                                                                                                          

Description of your idea, including how the user benefits:

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                      

Who would buy the product?                                                                                                                                             

    Diagram/rough sketch 
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